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 ABSTRACT 
Hospital buildings which represent one of the crucial components of the healthcare systems are very complex in nature.  
Healthcare requirements are changing rapidly because of the technological advancements in the field of medicine and 
diagnostic equipments. Due to future uncertainties of medical & diagnostic equipments in terms of its size, weight, the 
environment required for its function, adjacencies to the other functional areas, it is often a challenge for the hospital designer. 
Hospital buildings must be designed in a flexible way so as to address these future uncertainties and be able to adapt changing 
requirements of its community. With the proper architectural interventions, like suitable structural grid, floor to floor height, 
proper location of vertical transportation system, introduction of interstitial spaces, location and proper sizing of electrical, 
mechanical, plumbing and other hospital services, hospital buildings can be made flexible enough to cope with the future 
uncertainties and to adapt future demands of healthcare functions. The objective of this paper is to analyze the dynamics 
related to “flexibility in hospital design” with architectural perspectives and with the perspective of end users. This paper will 
examine the architectural design interventions which can contribute towards improving efficiency of the hospital in its lifecycle 
and reduce lifecycle cost of the hospital infrastructure. 
Key Words: Healthcare, Flexibility, interstitial spaces, structural grid, open building strategy   

1.  INTRODUCTION 
Hospital buildings represent one of the crucial components of the healthcare systems.  Modern Hospitals are becoming 
complex day by day with the advancement in the field of medicine, healthcare equipments and diagnostics facilities. 
Specialized hospital services like medical gas, hospital waste disposal, laundry, kitchen services, and intricacies related 
to operating rooms, intensive care units, in addition to the plumbing, electrical and mechanical services need special 
attention. Advancement in the field of molecular biology, evidence based medicine, demographics, reimbursement 
structures, epidemiological changes, increased patient expectations and regulatory bodies have been transforming 
medical care. These factors are highly unpredictable in nature and have been influencing the planning and designing of 
future hospitals. It has been observed that hospital buildings are frequently reconfigured to accommodate changing 
needs. To cope with the unpredictability and uncertainty of these factors, healthcare design professionals need to design 
and create facilities which are flexible in nature to meet current and future demands. An improved design result may be 
achieved by addressing the risk and opportunities induced by uncertainty through flexible design approach.  
Flexibility in hospital design is gaining considerable popularity among the healthcare professionals. Architectural 
design of healthcare facilities promotes or impedes the healthcare over the entire life span of the hospital. Major 
renovation work is required for the designs which impede the delivery of the healthcare and finally the healthcare 
facility becomes expensive. Architectural designs of healthcare facilities also influence staff well being and staff 
efficiency. Hospitals should be designed in such a way that its space must support different flexible needs of the future 
without much renovation. 

2. KEY ISSUES IN HOSPITAL DESIGN FLEXIBILTY  
The term flexibility in hospital design encompasses a wide perspective. The patient view flexibility in terms of 
enhanced personalized care, whereas nursing staff view flexibility primarily in operational terms. Hospital 
administrators, managers view flexibility in terms of patient care management, staff management, resource allocation 
etc. Architects and engineers view flexibility in terms of functional spaces, its adjacencies to other spaces, structural 
grids, light & ventilation, patient comfort etc. 
In architectural perspective, flexibility of hospital project is not only viewed in terms of planning, designing and 
execution of the project but also the ability of spaces to adapt future demands without much physical change. Flexibility 
in hospital design must consider the future expansion in terms of number of beds and services efficiently with 
minimum time without much renovation.  
Flexibility in hospital design starts even before physical planning of the hospital. Hospital infrastructure resources 
required for a particular number of patients in a particular period is assessed.  Based on the disease pattern, average 
length of stay in hospital and other variables, the detailed requirements are calculated and accordingly the healthcare 
infrastructures are planned.  Disease pattern is one of the important criteria in deciding the healthcare infrastructure. 
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For example, if the chronic disease like pneumonia in elderly patient is increasing in a particular area, creating high 
demand for inpatient facility with longer length of stay, the number of beds required will be more.  Knowing this 
disease pattern, if, these nursing homes or community hospital may be planned for elderly patients with chronic 
disease; this will result in reducing bed capacity requirement in hospital department.  
Flexibility is often described as an option- the right, but not an obligation. Flexibility in hospital design provides an 
additional option of switching from one functional mode to another which costs money- the cost of an option. If the 
flexible option is used, it costs modest money- the switching from one functional mode to another. If the flexibility 
option is not used, the capital invested to build the flexible option in the first place is lost. In both the cases, flexibility 
comes with cost. But, if the hospital building is not planned considering the flexibility, the cost of switching from one 
functional option to another will be huge, requiring major renovation work to be carried out causing interruption of 
medical care facilities and the time required for the renovation will be much more. Considering the probability of 
switching functional areas from one another in future, it is recommended to plan hospital building flexible. 
The other category of flexibility is operational flexibility.  Operational flexibility is short term flexibility and could be 
used on daily or weekly basis. Operational flexibility is cheap, fast and reversible. Modular furniture that can be 
configured in various ways is an example of operational flexibility. Consultation rooms often used for shorter duration 
in a day may be quickly configured for the rest of the day into another space i.e temporary office space, meeting rooms, 
interview rooms etc. Similarly, wards that can accommodate different types of patients with changing demand pattern 
are the examples of operational flexibility. 
Strategic flexibility is a long term flexibility option often associated with the substantial increase of the life time 
infrastructure of the hospital project.  Strategic flexibility provides an option for incremental expansion of the hospital 
project because of the increased allocation of funds on later dates.  Strategic flexibility may be in the form of horizontal 
or vertical expansion of healthcare infrastructure. Considering the strategic flexibility, hospitals are designed in such a 
way so that it may expand horizontally if the neighboring land is available. Similarly, structural systems of hospitals 
are designed to carry additional load of upper floors. In case, there is decrease in demand, hospital should have such 
flexibility so that a part of the hospital may be sublet for secondary usage like research or any other suitable purpose. 
There must also be flexibility in terms of phasing of hospital construction. The hospitals are constructed by and large in 
phases, and therefore phasing of different components of the hospital should be done according to flexible order of 
priority. Authorities should also keep in mind in securing larger site area for hospitals to cope with uncertainties and 
allow eventual developments.   
A hospital design can be made flexible by incorporating different aspects of flexibility i.e. Adaptability, Convertibility 
and Expandability.  
2.1 Adaptability 
“Adaptability or Flexibility to adapt” is the ability of the health infrastructure to adapt changing needs of healthcare 
without making any change in the environment. It is short term flexibility and is an effective way of efficient delivery 
of healthcare. Hospital should be designed in such a way that different spaces have the ability to adapt changing 
requirements of the hospital during its life time. The reason of change may be to provide enhanced medical care for 
which patient visibility from the nursing station is very important.  In spite of the fact that existing nursing station was 
planned judiciously at the time of initial planning and commissioning of the project which was in accordance with the 
local byelaws, rules and regulations, even then with the aim to reduce risk of patient fall, accidents and to provide 
enhanced medical care to the patient, it may be necessary to re-plan the position of nursing station so that nurses have 
visual connection to the patients/patient rooms. Though, the patient visibility is must in critical care/ intensive care 
units, it is also of great importance for general wards or private wards to have certain level of patient visibility from the 
nursing station or from the corridor. If the existing spaces have the ability to adapt these demands efficiently, it 
improves the efficiency of the nurses and at the same time patients will get better medical care. 
Walking distance for nurses is also very critical in the efficient delivery of medical care to the patients. Nurses, not only 
walk from one patient room to another patient room but they frequently walk from patient rooms to nursing support 
areas to get medicines, to get clean linen  and other supplies needed on patient to patient basis. This frequent movement 
increases the undue walking distance for the nurses causing fatigue and thereby decreasing the efficiency of the nurses. 
Keeping the undue walking distance of the nurses in mind, if the patient rooms/wards have spaces for built-in cabinets 
for the storage of medicines and other frequently used supplies, it will definitely improve the efficiency.  If the spaces 
have the ability to adapt these requirements without making any change in the environment, the structure is flexible. 
2.2 Convertibility 
“Convertibility or Flexibility to convert” is the ability of the health infrastructure to convert as per changing needs of 
the healthcare with moderate alteration to the existing structure in a moderate budget. The concept of convertibility of 
space arises when there is a change in equipment, the change in equipment may be because of technological 
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advancement. If the existing equipment is to be replaced by the latest equipment, the latest equipment may require 
more floor space, particular type of material and finishes, loading pattern, particular type of indoor environment etc, for 
which existing spaces may need to convert according to the latest equipments. It is difficult rather impossible to predict 
the physical space and indoor environment needed for latest equipment and therefore hospital spaces may be planned 
considering this aspect so that the spaces may be converted according to the changing needs of the hospital. The 
hospital spaces may be partitioned with removable partitions wherever possible in order to make the spaces easily 
convertible. The partitions may also be designed in such a way that it may accommodate the necessary services easily. 
With the increased number of demand for intensive care areas, there may be need to convert existing patient rooms into 
intensive care areas. If the existing hospital has been planned on a suitable structural grid, the process of converting the 
patient rooms into the intensive care area will be easier. Similarly, if the existing patient rooms have been planned 
considering the types and location of the mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) and other medical services in 
mind, the task of conversion may be done easily within less time in a moderate budget without much disturbance and 
disruption to the existing medical care. 
2.3 Expandability 
“Expandability or Flexibility to expand” is the ability of the health infrastructure to expand horizontally or vertically as 
per changing needs of the healthcare.  Expandability is long term flexibility; major renovation work is required to be 
carried out.  Where the hospital has been constructed in phases, the hospital infrastructure may expand horizontally as 
well as vertically. Hospital consultant should always keep in mind that the demand may increase in future; the existing 
structure must respond to the changing demand and is able to expand horizontally or vertically. Hospital structural 
systems must have designed in such a way to carry additional floors if the demand increases. Structural members like 
foundations, columns, beams etc shall be designed accordingly. In some of the cases, adjacent land is available in later 
dates, which may be used for the expansion of the hospital. The designer should always keep the option open and 
design hospital building in such a way so that it may be expanded in a newly available plot. Though, the prediction of 
availability of adjacent land is very difficult, even then the designer must keep in mind this aspect on case to case basis. 
The least, a designer can do is not to make the corridors dead end, it must be open ended so that whenever it is 
required, connection to new building/infrastructure may be made through these open ended corridors. These open 
ended corridors are not only important for expansion point of view but also serve better for light and ventilation 
purposes. 
Building services like mechanical, electrical and plumbing etc shall also be planned judiciously keeping in mind the 
future expansion of the infrastructure. Services at the terrace are planned keeping in mind the scope of future 
expansion, so that it may easily be shifted at the time of vertical expansion. The services at the terrace may also be 
planned so that it may be converted as interstitial floors without any disruption of services to the running hospital.  
These services may be integrated in the interstitial floors which are viewed as a better concept in effective maintenance 
of these services. Though it costs money, but it is a tool for effective management of services. 

3. STRATEGIES FOR NEW HOSPITAL DESIGN  
Proper architectural design of healthcare facilities plays an important role in efficient healthcare delivery by 
incorporating changing requirements of healthcare from time to time.  It provides an opportunity to the organization to 
cope with the future changes in terms of technological advancement of equipments, advancement in the method of 
delivery of care, operational changes and address issues related to increase of footfall in the hospital. Since, these 
changes are evident and accurate prediction is not possible, therefore, healthcare designers should consider the future 
flexibility as one of the important criteria for design.  Architectural components that contribute towards making flexible 
healthcare design which need special attention of the design professional are listed as under. 
3.1 Structural Grid 
Structural grid is a systematic planning and arrangement of columns and beams to support the superstructure. It is 
evident that wider the column spacing, future flexibility will be more as functional spaces may be planned with 
minimum interruption of column in between the functional spaces. If the column spacing will be more, at one hand it is 
easier to plan spaces but at the other hand the structure will also be heavier, the depth of the beam will be more and the 
construction cost will also be more.  If the column spacing is less, the structure may be economical but at the same time 
future flexibility will be less as it is difficult to get bigger spaces without intermediate column.  The challenge for the 
healthcare designer is therefore to optimize the column spacing so that maximum functional spaces may be 
accommodated or interchanged whenever there is a need to do so in future. Consultation room, patient’s room, wards, 
operating rooms, corridors plays a critical role in deciding the column spacing.  Even provision of parking in the 
basement and types of basement parking, if planned below the footprint of the healthcare building, is an important 
criterion for deciding the column spacing.  
A column grid of 7.2M x 7.2 M seems suitable for healthcare facilities considering the layout of single bedded ward, 
double bedded ward, multiple bedded ward, consultation rooms etc. In 7.2M x 7.2 M ward six bedded ward may be 
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planned. If we divide the 7.2 M into two parts i.e 3.6M space is suitable for private patient rooms.  Other spaces like 
operating rooms etc may also be planned into 7.2Mx7.2M grid.  If the provision of parking is to be considered, a bigger 
grid size will serve the purpose in a better way. If we go for 8.0M X8.0 M grid size, the parking issues may be 
addressed amicably and other functions will also be accommodated in a better way. Considering the mechanical 
parking in the basement, 8.0M clear spacing between the two columns are used and at the same time other functional 
spaces are also accommodated in a spacious and more flexible way. 
3.2 Ceiling Height 
Ceiling height is a very important criterion for future flexibility in healthcare buildings. Operating rooms, imaging 
rooms etc typically requires greater floor to ceiling height in comparison to other functional spaces of the hospital 
building. It has been observed in various healthcare buildings that typically 3.6 M floor to floor heights have been kept 
for all the spaces except operating rooms. This will reduce the scope of flexibility in future if another set of operating 
rooms are to be made at any other floor. To cope with the technological advancement in the field of medical and 
imaging equipments, which may require larger duct size, special provisions in the ceiling and/or floor etc for its 
installation and functioning, an increased floor to floor height is recommended. Considering the future flexibility 
option, floor to floor height of all the floors of hospital building shall not be less than 4.0 M to avoid any costly 
structural modification at later stage. 
The height of the first basement is also very crucial if the HVAC system is installed in the basement as all the service 
ducts need to cross in the first basement. Sometimes the depth of the service ducts are significant especially when they 
cross each other at the junction, thereby further increasing the depth of service ducts which must be considered while 
planning the hospital building.  
3.3 Location of vertical transportation system 
The location of lifts, staircases, ramps which act as a vertical transportation system inside the hospital building, play a 
vital role in deciding the degree of flexibility.  Relocation of these facilities is not only impractical but is very costly 
affair. If these facilities are not planned keeping in mind the future expansion of the hospital building, it may pose 
serious problem in relocation of these facilities and it may affect the function of the hospital to a great extent and 
sometimes need complete shutdown of hospital function. Therefore, it is always advisable to design the service core 
considering the future expansion criteria. 
3.4 Location of  Electrical, Mechanical and other hospital  services 
Location of hospital services also play very important role in future expansion of the hospital building.  Similar to the 
vertical transportation system, the relocation of these services are tedious task and in most of the cases not advisable 
unless it is absolutely necessary to do so.  Relocation of these facilities is very costly affair and requires partial or 
complete breakdown of the functioning of the hospital. In terms of space, it is always advisable to have some extra 
space which can accommodate standby facility in case of failure of the unit or during the maintenance of the 
equipment. Provision of “soft spaces” adjacent to these facilities, are also advisable so that they may accommodate the 
increasing demand of services in the future without disturbing the existing facilities. 
3.5 Open Building Concept 
Open Building concept is a flexible system where floor plates of the hospital buildings are generated based on total 
gross area of the project without the internal layout. The floor space is divided into number of quadrants by suitable 
structural grid. One quadrant means the space between four columns.  If the structural grid is 8.0Mx8.0M, the quadrant 
size is 8.0M x8.0M. In each quadrant, fixed mechanical risers are planned.  At the centre of each quadrant, a suitable 
“punch through” system is provided. Each “punch through” square is a portion of concrete slab without reinforcement. 
The “punch through” square offers the possibility of vertical penetration at any location in the floor plate for vertical 
circulation, mechanical systems or light shaft. At the base of each column, four sleeves are planned for possible vertical 
drainage piping.  
After the floor plates are generated, different arrangement of internal layout is done. “Punch through” spaces may be 
removed wherever required to act as light shaft and to provide natural ventilation into the building. This punch through 
space may be utilized for service duct for different services.  
3.6 Interstitial Space 
Interstitial space is walkthrough space provided between two regular consecutive floors. It is fully accessible space, 
created to accommodate different services of the hospital. By providing interstitial floors in the hospital especially in 
hospital laboratories, operating rooms, intensive care unit areas, the rearrangement of these facilities during their 
lifecycle is easier and hence lifecycle cost will be reduced. Interstitial space is also very helpful in maintenance of these 
services without disrupting the normal functioning of these critical facilities. Though the initial cost of constructing 
these extra floors is high, it is very useful in terms of uninterrupted functioning of the hospital and therefore considered 
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as one of the modern concept in hospital planning. Vertical expansion of hospital is also very easy if hospital has 
interstitial floors, though the height of the building increases.  

 
Source: Wikipedia 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The hospital buildings should be designed in such a way so that hospital structure can adapt the varying needs of the 
medical care with minimum alteration. The hospital structure should not be too compact but flexible in nature.  The 
hospitals should be planned as open building strategy. In architectural perspective, the structural grid is very important 
and contributes a lot towards flexible hospital design. Flexibility will be enhanced by constructing hospital buildings 
having greater floor to floor height. As far as possible, the hospital corridors should be planned as open ended so that 
horizontal expansion is possible whenever required.  The new hospital buildings should be planned having sufficient 
“soft spaces” which can easily be converted into core hospital spaces without interruption.  Provision of additional 
services in the form of power points, power plugs, medical gases and other services should also be there at appropriate 
locations.  The hospital building should not be designed considering the patient as an object rather the aim of physical 
design of hospital should be such that it contributes towards well being of the patient. Proper light and ventilation, 
judicious selection of colors in different areas, judicious selection of interior finishes, landscaping would contribute 
towards positive distraction and also help in reducing anxiety and stress of the patient,  families &staff. 
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